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Abstract:  
 

We present a new unsupervised classification algorithm hierarchical construction of dynamic graphs called Advanced 

Ant Colony Algorithm (AACA). It uses the principle of the chemical recognition system observed in real ants applied 

on Cluster graphs [1,2]. We detail the algorithm and local rules of ant behavior artifacts and the resulting evolution on 

the cluster graph  from the study that was carried out on the mechanisms fundamentals of the chemical recognition 

system in real ants. We also described all the tests that were used to validate the AACA algorithm, studying in 

particular the results obtained on games of real digital and binary data, as well as the evaluation indices so judge the 

quality of the classification obtained. In the display part of the graphs generated, we will present the neighborhood 

graphs of some databases tested by the algorithm AACA. We conclude by presenting the interests of this approach as 

well as the extensions possible to propose. 

 

Introduction:  
 

We propose in this paper a new modeling that has been applied to solve a major problem in computer science. This 

new model is in line with previous work on algorithms Classification based on the behavior of real ants [3] and more 

generally biological systems [4]. It's about modeling the way ants form groups with the same colonial smell and use 

this behavior to organize data according to a graph that is built in an evolutionary way. These algorithms can benefit 

from interesting properties like those of produce a global optimization of the classification avoiding the minimum 

premises (probabilistic construction) and in a "reasonable" calculation time, to process real data or the need for prior 

information (number of classes, initial classification) from an initialization by the algorithm K-Means [5,6].  

 

The principle used is as follows: intuitively, each ant  data is initially located in a cluster, an ant extracted from the 

list of ants belonging to a nest cluster [7], decides to leave his group and to integrate to another neighboring nest 

cluster that is the most similar. The behavior of Ants involves moving from one cluster to another. This behavior is 

determined in particular by the similarity between the data and the acceptance threshold nest cluster. This results in a 

dynamic graph structure of data whose properties will allow us to deal with many applications : automatic 

determination of partitioning (which we use especially as a comparison with other methods), and finally a visual 

overview of graph. This paper therefore relates to the presentation of the first version of the algorithm non-

hierarchical [8] and unsupervised classification [9] named AACA. 

 

We will detail the algorithm to form a graph structure and the local rules of behavior of artificial ants from the study 

that was performed on the building behavior of a colonial scent in real ants. Then we will present all the tests that 

were used to validate the AACA algorithm, studying in particular the results obtained on numerical and categorical 

data sets actual binary data, as well as quality evaluation indices of the classification obtained. We will study in the 

next chapters the extension of this algorithm that processes data streams in a way incremental. We will then compare 

the proposed algorithms to the algorithm K-Means, the Hierarchical Ascending Classification (CAH) and the 

difierent incremental algorithms like D-Stream [10], DenStream [11] and ClusStream [12]. 
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Method: 

 

To obtain a data classification, we will build a graph whose nodes are known a priori from an initialization step by K-

Means algorithm and represent clusters of data, and whose arcs are presented to identify the neighborhood 

relationship between the groups of data. Note that the constructed graph is a complete and dynamic graph will contain 

data at all nodes. We will show in results of section, visualization of graphs after each step of the algorithm. Each 

node represents the group of data to be classified. We consider that we have a similarity measure Sim (Wi;Wj) which 

takes as parameter a pair of centroids CLi clusters and CLj. We make no other assumptions about the representation 

of data that can be of any type of representation (numerical, categorical), it suffices that we can define a measure of 

similarity.  

 

Each ant fi is located in a node of the graph, it is to say each data of the node to classify. The graph represents the 

structure in which ants will move to build similar groups of data. Each fi ant is simulated, each represents a data 

initially located in a cluster [13], and each nest represents a cluster. Starting from a first partition that is initialized by 

the KMeans algorithm, the data is assigned to each class K whose center is the most close in terms of Euclidean 

distance. This partition represents the structure undirected full graph, the ants will move from one node to another 

neighbor node, then successively to the other nodes already connected in the graph [14, and so on until all the ants are 

affected to the most similar clusters. All these displacements and these 

assignments depend on the value returned by the similarity function Sim (fi;Wj) [15,16] between the data, and the 

center of gravity of the cluster. We want use these behaviors to organize the most similar data in the same group 

technically called cluster. For each fi we will therefore define the 

following concepts: 

 

 K clusters CLj or nodes are initialized by the algorithm K-Means to build the graph structure. This number 

fixed a priori represents nests formed by fi ants moving from a nest to another neighbor's nest trying to find 

the one with the same smell chemical, Each cluster CLj has a center of gravity Wj representing the center of 

severity of each cluster j. 

 

 An acceptance threshold Th CLj , each cluster CLj makes it possible to define whether the given di is 

sufficiently similar or suficiently dissimilar other data represented by the cluster;  

 

 consider also that the neighborhood between two clusters is represented by the pheromone rate Phij (with i; j 

the indices of the two clusters neighbors CLi and CLj ). 

 

During the construction of the structure, each of the ants will be either: 

 

 Traveling on the graph [17]. In this case, we consider each ant moves to cluster CLj: moving from one to 

another, the substance on the ground a substance called pheromone that creates a certain type of a chemical 

track. Ants can smell pheromones who play the role of path markers: Ants tend to choose the route with the 

highest concentration of pheromones. 

 

 Assigned to a new neighbor cluster. An update of prototypes are carried out. The weight of the edge is 

calculated from a distance, Depending on the nature of the data, which connects the two centers of the two 

poles (source and target). This weight represents the pheromone rate that will increase, after the assignment, 

between the source cluster and the one accepted by the new ant as a new target. 

 

 

AACA algorithm works in the following way (algorithm 1): for a number of fixed iterations, an ant taken from the 

list of ants goes integrate or move to another nearby nest based on similarity with his neighborhood. As long as there 

is an ant on the move, we simulate an action for fi according to its position on the edge of the graph, that is to say that 

she decided to leave the source cluster to another more similar one. Initially, ants are placed in K clusters from the 

algorithm K-Means. They are moving in a structure of the dynamic graph. The similarity threshold is calculated 
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according to a distance and which can be between 0 and 1. For these two parameters we will quote other parameters 

put in place for the execution of this algorithm. The ants are sequentially tested. Then for each ant fi distinguishes 4 

steps: 

 

 K-Means algorithm initialization step: K-Means algorithm [MacQueen 1967] chooses K first points 

representing the centers of K classes (center of gravity). Delta, a first partition is formed in assigning each 

datum to the class K in which the center is the most close in terms of distance measurement.  

 

 Decision of the ant to leave its cluster: once in its nest (cluster) each ant has a similarity to the center of the 

cluster, if Sim (fi;Wj) <cluster threshold CLj , where Wj is the center of CLj. The ant decides to leave his 

cluster and look for another cluster that seems closest. 

 

 Moving the ant: the ant leaves its group, it moves to another cluster by choosing the path that has a stronger 

pheromone concentration. If it is not accepted by a cluster in its proximity, it moves to another by always 

taking the path the densest. 

 

 Assignment of the ant fi in the new neighbor cluster: the ant is accepted by the cluster if Sim (ai;Wj) fi 

threshold of the nest (cluster) CLj then it updates the identifier of its class, and the destination cluster 

threshold as well as that of the original cluster. The path that leads the ant to his original cluster to the 

destination cluster will also be updated. 

 

We have developed a model of behavioral rules of artificial ants for unsupervised clustering using the principles of 

smell colonial and traces of pheromones in real ants. We validate this approach with a comparative study in the next 

chapter. Ants go through two main stages: they borrow the path with a maximum pheromone rate, then a possibility 

to integrate into a new neighboring cluster. 

 

 

Algorithm 1: General principle of the algorithm by artificial ants. 

 

 

1: Beginning  

 

2: Initialize the clusters by the K-Means algorithm 

 

3: Initialize ant parameters and CLj clusters 

 

 Calculate the similarity Sim (fi;Wk) is the distance between the ant and the cluster center of gravity Wk 

 

 Calculate the nest acceptance threshold (cluster) 

 

 Specify the identifier of the ant  

 

4: For (a number of iterations) do 

 

5: If (Sim (fi;Wj) <the threshold of acceptance of the nest CLj then 

 

6: The decision of an ant to leave his cluster CLj) of belonging  

 

7: Moving the ant 

 

8: If (Sim (fi;Wj)  the threshold of acceptance of the nest CLj) then 
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9: Assignment of ant to the nearest clutser that seems most similar to him 

 

10: Update (the identifier of the ant fi, Sim (fi;Wj ), the acceptance threshold CLJ and CLj, the pheromone rate of the 

path taken by the fi ant) 

 

11: End 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 Algorithm 2 Detail view of the AACA algorithm. 

 

 

1: Initialization: compute clusters using the K-Means algorithm 

 

2: Building a complete graph linking all the clusters initialized by KMeans 

 

3: Initialization of the parameters: 

 

α: incremental value of the 

 

ϒ: evaporation value of pheromone 

 

Maximum number of iterations NB = 1000 

 

Each centroid of the cluster Wj, and each threshold of the cluster ThAACAj 

 

The pheromone rate for each edge Phij = 0 

 

4: Tantque (NB iterations)  

 

5: For each ant fi; CLj is the cluster of which it belongs 

 

7: If (Sim (fi;Wj) < ThAACAj) then  

 

8: Initialize the taboo list with l; corresponding to all clusters to explore them 

 

9: success = false 

 

10: So long (unsuccessful and the taboo list is not empty)  

 

11: fi moves to another cluster CLj , j is argmax  

 

19: End If 

 

20: Evaporate the pheromone rate on all the edges of the graph Phhl  

 

21: End Tantque 

 

22: End If 

 

23: If (not successful) then 
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24: fi remains in its initial cluster CLj 

 

25: End If 

 

26: End For 

 

27: End Tantque 

 

 

 
Figure 1: The results of the purity index obtained with AACA (Test 1, Test 2, Test 

 3) on digital databases after 1000 iterations  
 

 
 

Figure 2: The results of the purity index obtained with AACA 2 (Test 1, Test 2, Test 
3) on binary databases after 1000 iterations 

Results: 

 

Figures 1, and 2 represent the results obtained for the tests that we realized. From this information, we can perform 

several findings. We test our method with difierent values from fi and in Figure 1, we obtain the highest purity value 

is equal to 1 for the Iris database with K = 4, where AACA (Test 3) works well, with the exception of the Wine 

database with K = 4. that the AACA results with three tests were comparable: they are about for some databases and 

close enough to some of others with other databases. The best result in terms of index of AACA (Test 3) with = 0.03 

and = 0.001 compared to AACA (Test 1) and AACA (Test 2) on the same number of In Figure 4.4, we obtain the 

highest purity value is equal to 1 for the Iris database with K = 4, where AACA (Test 3) works well, with the 

exception of the Wine database with K = 4. 
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The AACA results with three tests were comparable: they are about equal for some databases and close enough to 

some of others with other databases. The best result in terms of index of purity is obtained mainly by AACA (Test 3) 

with fi = 0.03 and = 0.001 compared to AACA (Test 1) and AACA (Test 2) on the same number of digital databases. 

On the other hand, for binary databases, we find in the figure 2 that the purity obtained by AACA (Test 1) with fi = 

0.02 and = 0.001 are broadly similar to those obtained by AACA (Test 2) and AACA (Test 3) for both balance scale 

and lymphography databases. We gets a significant purity value is equal to 0.9755 for the base of breast cancer data 

with K = 4 after 1000 iterations. The best result is obtained in majority by AACA (Test 1) with fi= 0.02 and = 0.001 

for the binary databases by comparing with the other two tests of AACA 2. Iterations on difierent digital databases 

and tests performed by the AACA 2 algorithm with the difierent values fi and  (Test 1, Test 2, Test 3). AACA (Test 

2) and AACA 2 (Test 3) produced the best results on the basis of Wine data with 

K = 4 and Iris with k = 3 in the 1000. 

 

 

Conclusion: 

 

In this paper we have described a new approach inspired by the principles of chemical recognition in real ants 

especially the building a common colonial smell in a nest. Initially time, a summary of current knowledge in the field 

of chemical recognition and colonial identification in societies ant has been proposed. By studying and analyzing this 

information, a model could be put in place in a second time. By relying on biological behaviors already known and 

observed by the specialists of field. A computer implementation of this algorithm to be conducted to solve the 

problem of nonhierarchical classification unsupervised. 

 

The main interest of our approach is that it does not depend on the type of data to be classified; it sufices to define a 

similarity function for these new data. Indeed we tested our algorithm on numerical, categorical (binary) data. A 

comparison later will be presented on digital data with other classical methods of classification. However, the model 

has limitations as the choice of initialization by the K-Means algorithm, the values update of pheromone levels fi and  

In the next chapter, we introduce an incremental version of the algorithm called AACA 2, which adapts to the coming 

of new data without redo the entire calculation allowing to manage data. 
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